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Bus Tracking:
Parents/Guardians,
you can track the
whereabouts of
your child’s bus using the APP
FirstView located in Google Play
or in the APP Store on an iPhone.
This app allows you to track the
location and approximate time
for your child’s bus arrival to
their designated stop. All you
need is the school district name,
your child’s school identification
900 number (which can be found
on a report card or transportation letter) and if you know the
bus number that is helpful as
well.

Scholar’s of the Month
Sincere Johnson
Mya Mitchell
Jaianna Armistead
Open House/Beggar’s Night
Our Second Annual Open
House/Beggar’s Night was very
successful. It was wonderful
to see so many families come
out to participate.
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Gabrielle Parchment
Davontae Desouza
Janniely Suren Arzola
Jhamarri Wideman
Meher Nur
Hazel Chatman
Mohamed Mohamed Khan
Amorra Dunnigan
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First & Second
Grade News
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PE, Speech &
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Math & NYSAA
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Riyah Wyatt
Mohamed Mohamed Khan
Cataleya Pabon
Jayden Pannell
De’Lonie Cannon
Mohammad Mohamad Khan
Micah Norman
Wanasia Anderson
Tai’ Lan Johnson
Jacobi Towns
Christian Andujar

Important Dates:


11/5/19: Election
Day—NO SCHOOL



11/6/19: BPO Field
Trip Gr. 3



11/7/19: 4th Gr
Botanical Gardens
Field Trip



11/11/19: Veterans
Day—NO SCHOOL



11/12/19: BPO Field
Trip Gr. 4



11/28/19-11/29/19:
Thanksgiving Holiday—NO SCHOOL

Antonio Pacitto

Pre-Kindergarten News
During the month of November our
scholars will be working on the
letters: Ff, Gg, and Hh. Our
theme for reading is Our Community. We will be learning about
community helpers and various
jobs in the community. Our scholars will be retelling stories and
sequencing events of the story. We will focus on using time
ordered words such as beginning,
middle, and end. In math we have
been working on shapes and their
attributes. You can help your child

by having them name different
shapes around your home and
neighborhood. We will be
working on numbers 6-10 and
revisiting numbers 1-5. For
the month of November we will
be working on an I am Thankful
For... poster more information
will be coming home soon. We
hope you and families have a
great Thanksgiving.

***Every Monday = Jersey
Day (students wear their
favorite sports shirt/
jersey)
***Every Friday = School
Spirit Day (students wear
Blue to school)

Kindergarten News
In reading we will be studying our five
senses, how people and animals communicate, animal movement, importance of
wheels, and geometric shapes. We will be
studying the sight words see, we, a, and to.
In phonics there will be an emphasis on the
letter sounds t, c, p and short a. Keep
practicing letter names and sounds. Magic
Penny will continue in the classroom with
letter sound songs, matching, and bingo.
Look for the games in your child’s backpack
to blend, segment, and make words.

such as zipping their coat, putting away
their belongings and tying their shoes.

In math we will be finishing up module 1
with the concepts of one more and one
less. We will be starting module 2 with the
study of two dimensional flat shapes and
three dimensional solid shapes.
Weekly reading and response logs will continue for homework. Please read nightly
with your child and complete a small reading task in their notebook. Please continue
to encourage independence with routines

First Grade News
In November, our first graders are getting
settled into our routines, rules and expectations. We continue to work hard in the
classrooms and encourage all students to
come well rested and on time to school.
Our instruction begins promptly at 9:15.
Please continue to encourage your child to
be responsible with their take home folder
and homework, it should come back to
school each day. If your child is still having
difficulty tying shoes, please continue to
have them practice at home. In Math we
continue to learn strategies to help us add
within 10 and we will be beginning to learn
some strategies to help us subtract within
10. In reading, to reinforce some skills we

Second Grade News
In reading, we are continuing u with Unit 2.
This unit covers Life Science and Social
Relationships. The students will review and
explore skills of phonics, fluency comprehension, high frequency words, grammar,
writing, spelling and new vocabulary words.
Also, students have started the Writing
Process and completed a True Story
(Narrative Writing).
In math, we are starting Module 3. This
module expands student’s skills with and
understanding of units by bundling ones,
tens, and hundreds up to a thousand with
straws. Also, in Grade 2, a number generally consists of three units: hundreds, tens,

are learning in the classroom, you can talk
to your child about the letters of the alphabet and the sounds they make. You can
encourage your child to blend sounds together to create and write words. Practice
reading high frequency words. Please continue to practice counting to 120. Students
should be comfortable adding up to 10. We
appreciate your ongoing support.
The first grade team,
Mrs. Julie Pastore
Mrs. Allison Andrews
Mrs. Jackie McMillan
Ms. Jennifer Kuenzi

and ones). The bundled units are organized
by separating them largest to smallest,
ordered from left to right. Over the
course of the module, instruction moves
from physical bundles that show the proportionality of the units to nonproportional place value disks and to numerals on the place value chart.
In science, we are continuing with Topic 1.
In this unit students will practice identifying the three states of matter and recognize that solids have their own shape while
liquids and gases take the shapes of their
container. Students will learn about object
properties and discover that some objects
can serve a purpose better than others.
Students will then expand on their
knowledge of matter and consider various

ways to change the properties of matter.
Students will explore the heating or cooling of matter occurs when the temperature of matter changes and this may or
may not be reversible. Students will then
learn that objects can be made of parts
and explore how the properties of the
parts make them useful.
In social studies, we are continuing with
Unit 2. This unit covers Students will use a
variety of intellectual skills to demonstrate their understanding of the geography of the interdependent world in which
we live—local, national, and global—
including the distribution of people, places,
and environments over Earth’s surface.

Third Grade News
ELA: During the month of November, students will analyze text and graphic features as they read What Do Illustrators
Do? an informational text about the
visual arts. Next, students will use text
evidence to draw conclusions and also examine an author’s words for literal and
nonliteral meanings as they read The Harvest Birds, a Mexican folktale. Finally,
they will identify cause and effect relationships between events in the text and
analyze how the author chooses words and
phrases to set the mood of the text as
they read Kamishibai Man, a realistic fiction about a Japanese performing artist.
Science: Topic 2: Electricity and Magnetism – Students will learn about the
causes of electric and magnetic forces.

They will explore how electrically charged
objects behave and interact with one another. Students will build upon this
knowledge as they learn about magnetic
objects, magnetic fields, and the strength
of magnetic forces. They will apply what
they learn as they discover practical applications related to electricity and magnetism.
Math: In Module 2, students will be introduced to measurement of kilograms and
grams by reading both digital and spring
scales. They will also learn to read a vertical number line on a graduated beaker
while exploring liquid volume in liters and
milliliters. They will continue their work
with measurement while solving one-step
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division word problems involving metric
weight and liquid volume. They will learn
how to use estimation of measurements

Fourth Grade News
The 2019-2020 school year is off to a fast
pace. Students are engaged in a rigorous
curriculum which requires home study and
practice to achieve success. Parents/
Guardians are asked to check their scholar’s homework for completion daily. The
fourth grade team text homework assignments to parents daily. If you are not receiving the daily homework text, please
contact Ms. Quinniey at school. In addition
to assigned homework, students should
read every night for at least 20 minutes.
This is vital as we work to close the gap
and help every student read at grade level. As we approach week 10 of school it is
important that all students have all of
their supplies (including a pair of headphones).
During the Month of November students
be attending two wonderful field trips. On
November 7, 2019 students will visit the
Erie County Botanical Gardens. On November 12, 2019 we will enjoy the Buffalo
Philharmonic Orchestra at Kleinhans Music
Hall. It is important to remember that

field trips are a privilege. Only scholars
who exhibit scholarly behavior and have
submitted their permission slip will be
allowed to attend.
This the season to be thankful. On November 25, 2019 we will host our annual
4th grade Thanksgiving Feast. Our
4th grade family will dine together and
enjoy turkey, mac & cheese, sweet corn,
rolls, punch and dessert. Students are
asked to submit $5 to contribute to the
expense of the dinner. Scholars will also
complete a thankful project.

and how to round two-, three-, and fourdigit measurements to the nearest ten or
hundred.
Social: Students begin their study of Cultural Diversity in Unit 2 as they explore
the question “How does our culture make
us similar and different?” Students learn
that culture is an umbrella term for social
organization, customs and traditions, language, arts and literature, religion, forms
of government, and economic systems.
Next, they will consider “How does history
impact cultures around the world today?”
They will read about the past and present
cultures of a number of countries, including Brazil, France, and India and make comparisons to the cultural traditions from
their own communities.

P.E. News: Mrs. Madden, Mr. Riniolo & Mr. Kessler
As we wrap up the month of October students were able to participate in our Halloween obstacle course full of spooky challenges. Entering into November we will
begin our throwing and catching unit focusing on proper form and accuracy as well as
introducing students to our CATCH program discovering different foods and understanding the importance of making
healthy choices. Ask your child if they had
a “GO” food today?
Mrs. Madden
Mr. Riniolo
Mr. Kessler

Speech News:
In the month of November, we will continue to target your child’s language, comprehension, speech production, and fluency
skills. We will be discussing November
holidays (Veteran’s Day and Thanksgiving,)
fall harvest, and fall weather. Some ways
to incorporate your child’s speech-language
goals into your everyday lives this month
include: reading or telling a story to your
child and asking them “WH” questions
(who, what, where, when, and why) about
what you have read. Ask them what the
main idea of the story is. You can also have
your child help you cook by telling them a
list of ingredients you need and having
them collect those ingredients for you.
Start simple by telling them one or two
ingredients, and if they can remember
those, increase the number of items you
ask for each time! In keeping with the
Thanksgiving theme, ask your child what
they are thankful for and why!
-Mrs. Axford, Ms. Mahone, and Mrs. Kestel

Music News: Mrs. Isch
& Mr. Frisicaro
November, our music classes here at ECC
#82 are focused on learning new rhythms
and pitches. As well as how to play them on
our instruments.
We are continuing to practice Christmas
music. So if your child comes home singing,
encourage them!
Looking forward to a great month of music!
Musically,
Mrs. Isch

Art News: Mrs. Jordan
Here is what our E.C.C. 82 Panthers are
working on in art class:
4th grade is learning about contour drawing
and using sketches to create a finished
work of art.
3rd grade is learning about portraits and
self-portraits to create their own selfportrait.
2nd grade is learning about nature as subject matter to create a picture of their
favorite tree.

1st grade is creating a drawing of a beautiful place that includes their self.
Kindergarten is just finishing artwork from
torn paper. They are moving on to learning
how to use scissors to create an arrangement.
Have you noticed your child practicing
what they learn in art class? If so, please
share with me in DOJO. I’d love to hear
about it! Feel free to call me at (716) 8164070 at x1005 or DOJO with any questions, or concerns. We are a team! Thank
you for sharing your children with me.

Guidance News: Mrs. Lupejkis
Attention families of 4th graders! Students in the fourth grade have recently
received application packets containing the
School Choice Application, for you as the
parent, to select school choices you would
like them to be considered for as a 5th
grader for the 2020-2021 school year.
Please take a few minutes to complete the
enclosed application today if you have not
already sent it in to me. Also, keep in mind
that some schools have additional requirements, such as admission testing, auditions,
and recommendation forms to be completed. If you have questions or concerns,
please feel free to contact me at (716) 816
-4070, ext 1601.

Library News: Mr. Ciminelli
Students were introduced to chapter
books in the second Grade with “Henry and
Mudge” series. Fortunately, the ECC 82
library includes many other interesting
chapter book series to whet their appetite.
Grades 3 and 4 continue to explore popular
longer chapter books that other kids their
ages are exposed to all across New York
State. Third and fourth graders are encouraged to investigate unfamiliar topics
and characters that they do not encounter
on TV or in movies.

The little ones will continue to learn and
discuss book care, settings, main characters, their motives and main themes of the
story.

Math News: Mrs. Cheney
Happy November!

http://www.nysed.gov/families

Thanksgiving! A day to give thanks, share
food with families, and a day to do math!
As you prepare your feasts, take advantage of the opportunity to share all of
the numbers necessary to complete your
menu. Have your child set timers, check
out food weights, read recipes amounts,
etc. The possibilities are endless!

https://www.engageny.org/parent-familylibrary
https://www.mcs4kids.com/parents/resour
ces/common-core
https://embarc.online/ (While this is a
teacher resource, it details ALL lessons by
grade, and is soooo helpful!)

Aside from the math that can be part of
the upcoming holiday preparation, I would
like to recommend a few websites that are
especially helpful to parents. As I said in
September, math looks and sounds different than it used to, and the following sites
are terrific resources:
https://www.buffaloschools.org/Page/3211

NYSAA News: Mrs. Boyer, Mrs.
Gadawski, Mrs. Lalley, Mrs. Kistner
Our third and fourth grade students will be learning about Earth and
Space this month. Students will be introduced to the Sun as a star which gives
Earth heat and light. Students will also
learn about the Earth’s movement around
the Sun. Students learn that as Earth
spins around, it makes the cycle of day and
night.
Our kindergarten, first and second grade students will be studying objects in the sky. Students learn which
objects can be seen in the sky during the
day and which objects can be seen at
night. Students read along with a character as she watches the sun rise and set
during the day and the moon rise at night.
Students discover that the sun gives off
heat and light and warms the earth.

E.C.C. 82
230 Easton Ave.
Buffalo, NY 14215
Phone: (716) 816-4070
Fax: (716) 897-7063

“We are scholars!”

Parent Teacher Organization

Welcome Back!
Our first PTO Meeting will be held November 7, 2019 @ 9:45 am . We
are looking forward to an active and large PTO this school year. If you
missed our very first Parent Meeting September 10th, then please come
to PTO. We need parents involved to ensure the success of ALL of our
children here at E.C.C. 82.
Our Parent Facilitator is Mrs. Vera Andrews again this, she did a wonderful job last year connecting families and the school. Mrs. Andrews
will be reaching out to families to volunteer and become more active in
E.C.C. 82.

5 Things to ask your kids instead of “How was school”?
1. What made you smile today?
2. Who did you sit with at lunch?
3. If you could change one thing about today what would that be?
4. What was the hardest rule to follow today?
5. Tell me something you know today you didn’t know yesterday.

